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Introducing Blockchain
A	shared	ledger	technology	allowing	any	participant	in	the	business	

network		to	see	THE	system	of	record (ledger)
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Blockchain underpins	Bitcoin …

–Unregulated, censorship-
resistant shadow
currency

–First Blockchain application
• Pioneer of

Blockchain  
technology

BUT

is not bitcoin

… Digital currencies are different from
cryptocurrency



Blockchain	beyond	the	hype…
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Blockchain Participants

the business user, operating in a business network. This role 
interacts  with the Blockchain using a LOB application. They are 
not aware ofthe  Blockchain.

the overall authority in a business network. Specifically, regulators 
may  require broad access to the ledger’s contents.

the developer of applications and smart contracts that interact 
with the  Blockchain and are used by Blockchainusers.

defines, creates, manages and monitors the Blockchain network. 
Each  business in the network has a Blockchain Network
operator.

manages the different types of certificates required to
run a  permissioned Blockchain.

an existing computer system which may be used by the
Blockchain to  augment processing. This system may also need 
to initiate requests  into the Blockchain.

an existing data system which may provide data to
influence the  behaviour of smart contracts.
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Design characteristics of blockchain systems:

•

•

•

•

•

Since all data is copied to every entity on the chain,  
confidentiality needs to be layered on top.

For the same reason, space is at a premium, so small data or  
metadata is preferred.

One key feature is the ability to prevent “double spending”; e.g.,  
this is a way to keep a particular prescription from being used  
more than once.

Governance models on permissioned chains can map to existing  
structures – e.g., limit to HIPAA-covered entities.

Can we get to patient data portability? Many hope so!



Blockchain	for	business …

Append-only  
distributed system of
record shared across  
business network

Business terms  
embedded in
transaction database  
& executed with  
transactions

All parties agree  
to network
verified  
transaction

Ensuring appropriate 
visibility; transactions

are secure,
authenticated

& verifiable

Privacy

Shared  
ledger

… Broader participation, lower cost, increased
efficiency

Smart  
contract

Consensus



Records all transactions across 
business network

Shared ledger

• Shared between participants
• Participants have own copy through replication
• Permissioned, so participants see only appropriate transactions
• THE shared system of record



• Ledger is THE system of record for a
business.
– Business will have multiple ledgers for 

multiple  business networks in which 
they participate.

• Transaction – an asset transfer onto or off 
of the ledger
– John gives a car to Anthony (simple)

• Contract – conditions for transaction to
occur
– If Anthony pays John money, then car 

passes  from John to Anthony (simple)
– If car won't start, funds do not pass to 

John (as  decided by third party 
arbitrator) (more complex)

Ledgers	are	key …
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Smart contract

Business rules implied by the contract … embedded in the Blockchain  
and executed with the transaction

• Verifiable, signed

• Encoded in programming language

• Example:
– Defines contractual conditions under which corporate Bond transfer occurs



Privacy

Ledger is shared, but participants require
privacy

• Participants need:
– Transactions to be private
– Identity not linked to a transaction

• Transactions need to be authenticated
• Cryptography central to these processes



Consensus

• Anonymous participants
– Bitcoin cryptographic mining 

provides  randomized selection 
among anonymous  participants

– Significant compute cost (proof of
work)

• Known & trusted participants
– Commitment possible at low cost
– Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT)

… the process by which transactions are verified

• Multiple alternatives
– Proof of stake, where influence is 

determined by  risk of validators
– Multi-signatures, validation needs consent 

from 3  out of 5 validators

• Industrial Blockchain needs 
“pluggable”  consensus



Provenance/Metadata	tagging

Consent/Non-repudiation

? Key/Identity	Management

? Patient	Reported	Outcome	Measures

? Business	issues:	ROI
• Quality	Reporting

• Precision	Medicine	Initiative

“It's	like	Thor's	hammer,	perfectly	
engraved,	very	mighty	and	strong,	
can	do	amazingly	good	things…with	
blockchain,	we	are	presented	with	a	
very	strong	tool.		If	we	stick	to	what	
blockchain	should	be	doing	and	not	
try	and	make	it	do	things	that	it	
wasn't	really	invented	for,	that's	a	
good	thing	and	what	we	should	be	
doing.”		– Tony	Trenkle

Thor’s	Hammer:	
Discovering	the	Right	Nail	for	Blockchain



Economic Waste: The Cost of Inefficiency in Medical Payments

WHAT IS A BLOCKCHAIN?
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Rising	Costs

Economic Waste: The Cost of Inefficiency in Medical Payments

BROKEN BILLING RELATIONSHIP

• 15% of every $1 collected by a provider is used to cover claims processing, billing, payment 
processing, and bad debt collections.*

• Costs continue to rise, largely driven by increasing out-of-pocket patient payments à $250B in 
2007 versus $420B in 2015.*

• Vicious cost cycle for all parties:

Source: HIMMS- Rethinking Revenue Cycle Management; April 2015



[1]	Source:	ARK	Investment	Management	LLC,	data	sourced	from	National	Health	Expenditure	Data,	Centers	for	Medicare	and	
Medicaid	Services,	AHRQ,	IMS	Institute,	Blue	Cross	Blue	Shield,	Guru	Focus,	and	more
[2]	Source:	ARK	Investment	Management	LLC,	data	sourced	from	National	Health	Expenditure	Data,	Centers	for	Medicare	and	
Medicaid	Services,	AHRQ,	IMS	Institute,	Blue	Cross	Blue	Shield,	HCA	10K	2007-2015,	LifePoint	10K	2007-2015

Hospitals aren’t banks! 

Economic Waste: The Cost of Inefficiency in Medical Payments

HOW BLOCKCHAIN CAN HELP HEALTHCARE BILLING

Reduces time to collect from patients and insurance providers.
• Approximately $23 billion in savings available.1

Restructures the billing relationship between providers and patients so it is more 
like other billing relationships à transparent, fast, and secure.
• Approximately $7 billion in savings available to hospitals from 

decreased volatility in collections, with potentially much greater savings 
available from an improved billing relationship.2



What is	Next	Generation	Authentication?

NGA is driving	a paradigmshift in mobile & web authentication

TheObjective
Implementworld-class capabilities to reduce risk and
enable	a	frictionless	userexperience.

KeyFeatures
• Passwordelimination/reduced	reliance
• Multimodal	user authentication
• Context aware access control
• Real-time	behavioranalysis
• Continuous authentication
• Dynamic AuthenticationAssurance Levels (LOA)
• User across application anddevices

©	2017Aetna	Inc.



Authentication is no	longer	an	event…
it	is	integrated	into	the application

The way you use an application is
a better indicator of who you are
than knowledge of apassword

Continuous		
Behavioral		

Authentication

Biometric		
Authentication

Continuous		
Contextual		

Authentication
Moving	forward,	authenticationis	
continuous and
integrated natively into application
interactions

In the past, authentication has been a single
event,		taking	place	only	when	an	
application	islaunched

©	2017Aetna	Inc.



Backend
Analytics 

& 
Risk Engine

LOA

Real-Time (RT)
Authorization

ControlMonitor

Prevent @ Inception

Cognitive &
Device

Biometrics

Decentralized
Authentication

Aetna	NGA’s	core	building	blocks

Aetna	Authentication	Hub

Device	stores	
biometric	and	

validates	it	locally	
(no	central	
database)

Examples:
Swipe	speed,	
geolocation,	

typical	application	
usage	patterns

Integrate	
authentication	
events	into	the	
user	experience	
(not	binary)

Big	data	analytics	
create	a	risk	score	

for	that	
user/device	
combination

• Adaptive
• Continuous
• Behavioral
• Analytics

©	2017Aetna	Inc.



Federation

SAML

FEDERATION

OAuth  
OpenID  
Connect

Second Mile

Complicated
Authentication

NO  
PASSWORDS

First Mile

• Standards are catchingup onmile one
• Mile	two	is	gettingmore	mature

• Federation	need improvement
• No	prior relationship

• SAML:	Dynamic AuthN/Z
• OAuth, OIC dynamicend point
• Blockchain Opportunity

• How	about	identityassurance?
− Poorly deploying strong authentication

is	the	same	as	weakauthentication
• FIDO	solves	the	PW	problem	butmandates

better	identity	binding	at	the	relayingpart
• Proper	Identity	vetting/proofing becomes

essential

©	2017Aetna	Inc.



Identity	proofing	and accountrecovery

• I	forgotmy	password
• I	cannot	find/lost	myphone
• I	am	locked	out	of	myaccount

AccountRecoveryOptions
• KBA (static and/ordynamic)
• Email	account (compromised)

− Passwordreset	link
− Or	a	newpassword
− Enrolling	back	inFIDO

Account Login Current Pain Points IdentityProofing
• Binding a FIDO authenticator to a user		

account	on	relying	party	requires		
performing an Identity vetting step
− Trust	anchor	(akaBootstrapping

problem)
• Currently	pre-established		

Authenticators	are	used as	anchors	of		
Trust	(suchas	passwords)

Online identity proofing is challenging and still relies on something “you know”

©	2017Aetna	Inc.



Blockchain technology

Permisionless
• Proof	of	work (PoW)
• Open	node participation
• Weak(er) governance

− Role	of	determined entities
• Performance

− Mileage	may vary

Permissioned
• Controlled participation

− Authorized entities
• Improved Governance
• Entities	are vetted
• Potentially	faster consensus

• Blockchain	– distributed	data store
• Public	Key	Cryptography (PKI)
• Peer	to	peer	connected nodes

• Consensus	mechanism		
(PoS,	PoW, etc)

• Smart contracts

©	2017Aetna	Inc.



Blockchain:	What is	the	opportunity

Motivation
• Improve on	identity vetting, registration and		

verification
• Address open issues in our current solutions such as

− Missing	identityattributes
− Identity bootstrapping
− Compliance
− initial	identityproofing
− Identity binding
− Better	user experience

• What we want to achieve is a	reliable and scalable
system for attributes verification, storage, access,
revocation	andupdate

• Privacy enabled architecture wheremultiple entities		
collaborate	on	identity	attribute	services	per	user		
consent

Blockchain	can	transform		
identity	proofing,	bindingand		
recovery

Use	Blockchain	toimplement
a common identity trust fabric

©	2017Aetna	Inc.



Blockchain for	identity	vetting

Establish Trust
Client

Universal		
AuthN		
Token

Universal		
Enctoken

Participant		
A

Blockchain

Participant		
C

Participant		
B

Participant		
D

PolicyBrokers

Attestation

Attestation

Attestation

Attestation

Wallet

• Clientacquire	policy
• Client goes to Application		

Website	toenroll
• Enrolment	steprequires

• Identity		
Verification

• Equivalentof	KYC
• At	registration	stage		

Identity	isasserted
• thorough	Attestations

on		the blockchain

• and	with	FIDO	a		
binding	between	a		
device	and identity		
can	be asserted

©	2017Aetna	Inc.



Hyperledger	Project Members
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Hyperledger	Healthcare	Working	Group




